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At the core of everything we do at kubik is our ability to 
come up with creative ways to stay connected, creating 
the environments and experiences that bring people 
together. While the world has changed, our team of 
creatives, engineers and fabricators have had to adapt 
to find new solutions to bring people together safely in 
engaging, creative ways. Physical distancing doesn’t mean 
the elimination of communication. kubik has responded 
to the need to make our communities safer while opening 
dialogues that keep people connected safely. 

Here we are addressing some key challenges that 
customer-facing brands are currently experiencing in this 
challenging time and offer solutions that allow companies 
to provide an enhanced brand experience in this changing 
landscape.
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Work Places
As we slowly return to the workplace, shared office resources will 
require changes to ensure the safety of both customers and staff. 
Making offices and workspaces safer may include installing service 
counter protection and workstation dividers, creating isolation pods for 
safer meeting environments, providing sanitizer dispensers
and UV sterilizer solutions and the installation of visuals
to encourage safe practices including signs and distancing markers.

Safer Work Environments and Public Spaces
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Public Spaces
As public spaces begin to re-open, the safety of all guests will be of 
utmost importance. Queue control solutions, seating and waiting area 
protection, screening and disinfectant stations and visual reminders 
including signs and distancing markers will be key to ensuring the safe 
operations of these spaces. 

Retail Environments
Retail spaces will also need to adapt to provide safer shopping 
solutions to customers. Queue control and sanitizer dispensers will 
be key, as well as visual reminders to maintain distance through signs 
and distancing markers. Some retailers may require more permanent 
curbside pick-up solutions and low-touch shelf solutions to reduce 
contact.

How can we
maintain a healthy
work environment
and safer customer 

engagements?
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Digital to the Rescue
When meeting face-to-face isn’t an option whether due to physical 
distancing or other limitations, digital solutions can provide a rich 
and engaging customer experience. Remote launches and training, 
real-time telecasting and webinars, virtual product demos with high 
detail 3D modeling can keep audiences engaged remotely.

Low Contact Face-to-Face Customer Engagement
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Facility Upgrades
While large scale gatherings may take 
some time to return, there are many ways 
brands can remain connected to customers. 
Showroom and facility upgrades that allow 
for safe client visits may be required in some 
facilities.

Mobile and Pop-Ups
Mobile exhibitions, tours and regional pop-up 
activations that bring brands to their clients, 
and virtual product demos, webinars and 
teleconference solutions that allow meetings 
to happen at a distance can all help to keep 
audiences engaged on a smaller and safer 
scale.

What can we do to safely
begin engaging and meeting

with our clients again?
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Events and conferences will continue to evolve as the economy reves-up and a re-entry to face-to-face events begins to
take place engaging groups of people. While larger events may be slow to recover from the global challenges we 
currently face, it is likely that we will soon see a return to smaller gatherings with the first wave of easing restrictions on 
physical distancing. These mini-events may have significantly smaller numbers than what some brands are used to, but 
can also offer the ability for the brand to narrow their focus and attention to the needs of the particular audience they are 

Alternatives to Large Scale Events
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serving.  
Scalable Events
These small scale events may take the form of VIP invitation only events 
such as restaurant takeovers. Hybrid events that digitize key areas of 
exhibit programming to reach a larger audience may also become the 
norm. Product and software demos, live product reveals and launches, 
presentations and subject matter expert speaker sessions can all be 
held virtually, reducing physical contact amongst attendees.

We’re working now, planning for tomorrow and preparing for the future, 
continuing to tell your stories with the experiences, events and technologies 

that will be part of our new world.

How can we get our brand’s message
out if we aren’t able to attend trade shows

and other large-scale events?

Future Planning and Hybridization
Many of the tools that brands employ within 
their face-to-face activations can be digitized. 
Not only will this allow for greater extension 
and amplification to remote audiences who 
may not be able to attend physically, but it 
will also provide an effective contingency 
plan in the event of future disruptions.

Continued Innovation
The current global challenges will fuel 
greater innovation by brands. kubik’s team 
of creatives, engineers and fabricators are 
able to react quickly to provide physical and 
digital solutions to ensure brands are able 
to safely connect with consumers in this 
changing landscape without sacrificing brand 
experience.
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kubik shapes brand stories into extraordinary experiences while exceeding customer expectations 
through innovation, ingenuity, enthusiasm, loyalty, and the drive to succeed. With world-wide 
capabilities, kubik has been producing trade show programs, corporate and retail environments, 
and experiential events for Fortune 500 companies and global brands for the past 36 years.
kubik provides end-to-end solutions from creative design, digital technologies, fabricating, 
installation and complete project management. For more information visit thinkubik.com
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